Vacuum Conveyors, Systems and Solutions: All you need for the easy, safe and hygienic transfer of all types of powders.

New Vertical Bin Unloading Systems for Tablets

Our new bin unloaders allow gentle transportation of virtually all kinds of tablets. The system works with a controlled air stream and doesn’t put mechanical loads on the tablets you find with other systems. Filled bins can be unloaded from the top without tipping. The suction wand moves smoothly on top of the tablets, being controlled by level detection. Tablets do not have to flow under loads from the top (like container discharging under gravity from the bottom). Together with a vacuum conveyor, a pre-de-dusting of tablets is possible. The whole system is designed to work under clean conditions, including filtration of all the conveying air needed to aspire and move the tablets.

Ask us about our unique semi-automatic handling system for bins with liners.

New Tablet Conveyors

... and solutions for the conveying of tablets without damage are now available. Volkmann offers reliable solutions for the transport of uncoated and coated tablets, empty and filled capsules etc. Our conveyors and handling systems take tablets from bins, presses and other process equipment automatically and offer gentle transportation within a vacuum air stream, and discharge directly into bins, filling and packaging machines. The integrated energy trap reduces the kinetic energy that may cause damages to the tablet. All dust can be kept within the vacuum conveyor increasing overall product quality.

Please talk to us about your conveying task and application. Do you need further information?
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